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house and was immediately seized head and heels by Henry Dew and
Mr. Allen and carried about the room. We danced the Lancers, and
finished with Jim Rufen but it was almost too hot. Then the
carriages were ordered and we came away.
The drive home in the cool of the evening was almost the
pleasantest part of the day. The light was so strong that we could
hardly believe it was ten o'clock. The longest day, and the strong
light glow in the North showed that the Midsummer sun was only
just travelling along below the horizon, ready to show again in
five hours. Passing by Hawkswood and the ghost-haunted pond we
told ghost stories until Mrs. Oswald was almost frightened out of the
carriage.
Wednesday, 22 June
It was settled some time ago that my father and Perch should go
-a-fishing to Llangorse Lake and stay a night there. Today was fixed
on for the expedition. At dinner time my Father kindly asked me
to be one of the party. My Father went down to the Lake while
J. and I proceeded to Stephen Pritchard's house to .see if we could
get beds and a boat. Pritchard was out fishing on the Lake but his
housekeeper told us we could have supper and three beds, and the
boatman Evans went down with us to the landing stage. Stephen
Pritchard's house stands upon the common very near the Lake,
almost hidden in a bosoming bower of trees. On the square hedge-
guarded lawn in front of the cottage a picnic party from Brecon, a
number of girls in light dresses and young men, were seated on green
benches round a green table covered with a white cloth in a shady
corner having tea or dinner.
Evans the Monmouthshire boatman rowed us past the island to
the edge of a field of perch weed, but the weather was too dry and
hot for fishing, the fish were sulky or sick, and all we caught was
five little perch. To me, however, the fishing was of very little
consequence. I had not expected to catch anything and was not dis-
appointed. The beauty of the evening and the Lake was extra-
ordinary, and in the west the Fan stood grand and blue and peaked
like a volcano. The feathery perch weeds Graved like forests under
water, the cuckoo was calling about the bills and around the lake,
though he has done singing at Clyro and is gone, or at least is silent.
From the lake shores came musical cattle calls, taint shouts, the bark-

